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THE TOWN OF SELLE (ZARU) IN THE 
'AMARNAH TABLETS 

B Y P R O F E S S O R W . F. A L B R I G H T 

E V E R since Küthmann showed in 1 9 1 1 that the time-honoured reading " Zaru " should 
be corrected to Sile or Sele, and that the town bearing this name was situated at Teil A b u 
Sefah, just east of Kantarah1 , historians have been particularly interested in it. Whi le the 
syllabic orthography of the name, Ti-rw, shows that it is of late, presumably foreign origin, 
a fact not contradicted by the appearance of Seile in late nome-lists as capital of the 
fourteenth norae, the town certainly attained considerable importance during the New 
Empire. A t this t ime it was the frontier post of Egypt Proper on the caravan road to 
Syria2, and in this r61e witnessed the march of countless Egyptian hosts, bound for spoil 
and glory in Syria, or returning with due measure of both. Hitherto, stränge to say, the 
name of our fortress has never been found in any ancient Asiatic document. The lacuna 
we wish to fill in this note. 

In the fourth letter of J .ZL4D-Gepa 3 of Jerusalem (Knudtzon edition, no. 288), this 
prince wams the Pharaoh of the shaky condition of Egyptian power in Asia. After some 
preliminary remarks he goes on to say: " A s sure as there is a ship in the midst of the sea, 
the mighty arm of the king will seize Naharfm and Kapasi4, but now (meanwhile) the 
Hebrews are seizing the towns of the king. There is no prefect (left) to the king my lord; 
all have perished. Behold, Turbazu has been slain in the very gate of Zilü, yet the king 
holds back. A s for Zimrida of Lachish, his (own) servants, become Hebrews, have butchered 
(lit. slaughtered as a saerifice) him. Yapt ih -Hadad has been slain in the very gate of 
Z i lü—yet the king holds back5." In another letter ( 'Amarnah, no. 335) the chief of Zuhru, 

1 See KüTHMANN, Die Ostgrenze Aegyptens, 38 ff.; GARDINER, Journal, v, 242-4. 
2 See especially GARDINER, Journal, vi, 99 ff. 
3 This name is usually read cAbdi-Heba, but the ideogram for "servant" should be doubtless read as 

a Cappadocian (Nasi) word (Journ. Pal. Or. Soc, n, 127). The Egyptian transcription Krgp for Gilu-Hepa, 
shows that the name of the goddess should be read with a gh; cf. Eg. Sngr=<sxm. &anhar=H.eb. Sin'ar 
(i.e. Singar), Ngs = Nuhassi— Les-Lgs of the Zkr Stele. 

* Kapasi is usually explained as a mistake for KaUi (cf. WEBER, Notes on the Amarna Tablets, 
1340 f.), but this explanation is most unsatisfactory. I would suggest that the worthy ARAD-Qe^a, mixed 
his foreign names, creating a new blend formation of a very common type by fusing Kaptara (Caphtor; 
cf. Journ. Pal. Or. Soc, i, 191 ff.) and Alasi-Alasiya. Kapasi is then a vague term for " Mediterranean 
lands." There is no § in Nasi. 

6 T e x t : entima elippu ina libbi tärati, qät (zuruh = ILeb. zerö') Sam dannatu tiliqqü mat Nahrima u 
mät Kapasi—u inanna äläni sarri tiliqVu awililt Habiru. ydnu-mi istSn haziänu ana sarri beliya—halqu 
gabbu. Amur, Turbazu dika ina abul dl Zilü (Zi-lu-u)—kdl sarru. dmur, Zimrida Lakisi iqqiüsu ardutu 
ipiü ana awililt Habiri. Yaptih-Adad deka ina abul Zilü—kdl. The translation offered by Knudtzon 
is wrong; Saknati=Saknat and belongs with the previous sentence; enüma introduces an oath or assevera-
tion, like the corresponding Hebrew conditional im. The reason for my other changes in rendering will be 
obvious to any Assyriologist. 
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probably Zoar, in southern Palestine, also mentions the deaths of Turbazu and Y a p t i h -
Hadad, but without any particulars to assist us. Previous writers on the topography of the 
'Amarnah letters have made various suggestions in regard to the identification of Zi lü, each 
worse than the preceding. T h e favourites have been Zelah, an insignificant village of 
Benjamin, j u s t north of Jerusalem1 , and Selah in Edom2 , not to ment ion Conder's idea that 
Zi lü was Shiloh3 . O f course, Zi lü must have been an important place with gates and walls, 
which none of the towns suggested, except perhaps the otherwise impossible Selah, 
possessed. _ 

The point of ARAD-Gep&'s remarks obviously consists in his emphasis on the serious 
character of the rebellion afoot in southern Palestine. A few lines above, in this same 
letter, he states that the whole land has slipped from the control of the Egypt ian prefects— 
as far as Seir (Se-e-ri) and Gath-Carmel (Gint i -k irmi l ) , the Carmel south of Hebron, near 
the southern edge of the Judaean hüls4. If, then, we identify Zi lü with Seile, the meaning 
of the prince of Jerusalem becomes immediately clear: the two Egypt ian governors are 
slain at the threshold of Egypt , at the very gate of Seile i tsel f—yet the Pharaoh takes no 
steps to restore the impaired Egypt ian prestige in Palestine. Whether the words " at the 
gate of Z i lü " are hyperbole or not is indifferent to our Interpretation of the passage, which 
merely implies that the royal authority is no longer secure anywhere beyond the frontier of 
Egypt Proper, and that it is high t ime for the k ing to bestir himself i f he wishes to save 
anything from the wreck. 

From the writ ing Zilü alone, the identification would be at least plausible ; the syllable 
zi in the A m a r n a h Tablets corresponds regularly to Egypt ian syllabic ti, as in Hazi = Hi-ß-y, 
as well as to d (Ziduna = Ddn; Ziri-basani = Drbsri). T h e reason for these equivalences is 
that the zi of Anato l ian cuneiform orthography, employed also in the 'Amarnah Tablets, 
corresponds to Semit ic zi, si (with saniek)5 and si. The form Zilü is of considerable value 
in restoring the original vocalization of the name, pronounced in the Roman period Sele, 
Seile, and SiU. Zilü is not, as might be thought off-hand, a nominative form, but represents 
an actual pronunciation *Silü, or the l i ke ; the nominative in u is no longer used in place-
names at the t ime of the 'Amarnah Tablets. *Silü-Si(e)U is another illustration of the 
change of ü to e between 1300 B.c. and the Coptic age; see the writer's remarks in Ree. de 
Trav. XL, 66, 68". I n view of the spelling Seile, I have no hesitation in reading the name 
Sillü; but the Egypt ians never stressed consonantal doubling, and only preserved it in 
isolated cases or secondary formations, so the doubling is not important, and was disregarded 
by foreign scribes for the most part, as it would seem. 

In concluding we may throw out a hint regardiug the origin of the name, which is, as 
noted above, not Egypt ian, in all probabil ity. I would suggest that *Sillü comes from a 

1 This village, the home of Saul's clan, originally bore the name Sela.e ha-Elef, " Ox-rib," a fuller form 
preserved in one passage. 

2 CLAUSS, Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palästina- Vereins, 1907, 73. 
3 Teil Amarna Tablets, 146, n. 2. 
4 The combination with Getta, some distance south of Carmel, mentioned by Pliny, is quite impossible 

because of the context, which demands a town in the extreme south of Judaea. 
5 The Hebrew samek was not then pronounced like s (sin), but the exaet nuance escapes us ; the most 

probable pronunciations are the affricative ts or the spirant (not aspirate!) th: 
6 In a letter to the writer Sethe has endorsed this phonetic law, citing also 8Ateh>Seth> Seth—a very 

happy parallel. 
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Semitic *Sülö—a normal development, since there was no 6 in Egyptian before about 
1300 B.c. or later. The name Sill6 belongs etymologically with Silld, probably pronounced 
also SUIS, the name of a town near Jerusalem1 , and with Heb. soleiah, "wal l , rampart," 
boiTOwed by the Egyptians as trrt ( B ü B C H A R D T , no. 1166). W e have thus another Semitic 
name in the north-eastern corner of Egypt, along with Succoth (corrupted by the Egyptians 
to *8ek4 = Tkw, by dropping the final t, as regularly), Migdol, etc. There can be little or 
no doubt that these names are relics of Semitic influence during the period of Hyksos 
occupation—of which more elsewhere. 

1 I I Kings xii, 20. 


